KYR! SDE!
Know Your Resources
Social Distancing Edition!

Wolf Scouts: Germs Alive .... Timely loop to complete during this covid19 event

1 Wash your hands while singing the "germ song"

https://youtu.be/LaePayB_pC4

Perfect time to remind everyone in the house to wash their hands for an appropriate length of time

2 Play Germ Magnet with your den or your family. Wash your hands afterward

https://cubscoutideas.com/3931/cub-scout-germ-magnet-game/

If you have a few people in your family you can do this using spices instead of glitter and going outside. If you have very few people I would skip this one as your Scout only needs to complete 5 of the 6 requirements

3 Conduct the sneeze demonstration

http://www.scouterlife.com/.../.../1/10/the-sneeze-demonstration

https://youtu.be/9-dJG4UoZ54

This one will help your Scout understand why everyone is suddenly very worried about being to close to people showing how far a sneeze or cough goes... If you have a balloon or anything that you can blow up and pop this is another good outdoor activity.

4. Conduct the mucus demonstration with your den or family

This is literally make slime, who doesn't like that and your Scout can make it over and over again. The old books have incorrect measurements but if you have the most current book it has been corrected, here is a link to help

https://cubscoutideas.com/.../wolf-adventure-germs-alive-cor...

5. Grow a mold culture. At a den or pack meeting, show what formed

Got some old fruit or bread laying around?


Three weeks is a great amount of time to see some mold growing!

6 Make a clean room chart, and do your chores for at least one week

Three weeks of no school , you know those rooms are going to be disasters... Use this requirement to help your Scout practice the 11th point of the Scout law.

Most of all have fun with your Scout!

Yours in Scouting

James Tournas
Cub Division Tools Team
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